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2. MANAGEMENT YESTERDAY AND TODAY
2.1 Provide some examples of early management practice
● Division of labour/job specialisation: breakdown of jobs into narrow and repetitive tasks.
● Industrial revolution: period during 18th Century when machine power was substituted for human
power, making it more economical to manufacture goods in factories than at home.
● Division of labour (DoL) increases productivity by increasing each worker’s skill and dexterity, saving
time lost in changing tasks.
2.2 Discuss the important contributions of scientific management within the classical approach

Classical approach
● First studies of management which emphasised rationality and making organisations and workers as
efficient as possible.
● Early 20th century.
● Two theories 
Theory 1 - Scientific management
● Approach that involves using scientific methods to define ‘one best way’ for a job to be done
● Frederick W. Taylor:  Noticed workers were inclined to ‘take it easy’, no work standards existed. Output
was only 1/3 of what was possible.

● Frank and Lillian Gilbreth: Invented microchronometer, recorded a worker’s motions and the amount of
time spent doing each motion.
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How do managers use scientific management?
● When managers analyse the basic work tasks that must be performed, use time-and-motion studies to
eliminate wasted motions, hire the best-qualified workers for a job and design incentive systems based
on output, they are using principles of scientific management.
2.3 Explain the influences of general administrative theorists within the classical approach
Theory 2 - General administrative
● Approach to management that focuses on describing what managers do and what constituted good
management practice.
● Henri Fayol: Attention was directed at the activities (planning, organising, commanding, coordinating
and controlling)  of ALL managers. Argued that management was an activity common to all human
endeavours in business, gov, and even home.

● Max Weber:
- Bureaucracy: form of org characterised by division of labour, a clearly defined hierarchy, detailed
rules and regulations and impersonal relationships.
- Developed a theory of authority structures and relations based on an ideal type of org, he called
bureaucracy.
- Like scientific management in its ideology,  both emphasise rationality, predictability, impersonality,
technical competence and authoritarianism.
How do managers use general administrative theories?
● Functional view of manager’s job can be attributed to Fayol.
● 14 principles serve as a frame of reference from which many current management concepts have
evolved – managerial authority, centralised decision making, reporting to one boss, etc.
● Weber’s  attempt to formulate an ideal prototype for organisations.
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